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International
Programs
undergoes
transition
BY MACKENZIE MATHEWS
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
The Office of International Programs has undergone several significant changes within the last year.
Raza Tiwana, chief international
officer of Global Recruitment, said
the program has been divided into
two segments known as “inbound”
and “outbound.”
Inbound supports international
students who have come to the
United States in order to attend
WKU. Outbound supports WKU
students who wish to study abroad.
Tiwana said it was important, particularly to President Gary Ransdell,
that sending and bringing in students identify with separate sources.
“Everything was under one umbrella first, but Dr. Ransdell wanted
us to have different expertise,” Tiwana said.
In an email sent to faculty and
staff, Ransdell said the changes
have already shown proficiency in
allowing staff to work according to
their skills and understanding.
“These structures are proven to
be quite efficient and effective in allowing people to focus on specific
responsibilities designed to achieve
strategic outcomes,” he said.
Tiwana said bringing international students to universities affects
diversity in student population,
and with United States high school
graduation rates on the decline,
international recruiting can help
build enrollment. Reorganizing the
offices was the next step to developing WKU’s programs.
“A lot of institutions are doing restructuring, but I think we’re ahead
of the game,” Tiwana said. “The
commitment of this institution and
President (Ransdell) is far ahead of
other institutions that are now realizing the value of bringing students
into the US.”
In almost a decade, WKU’s international student population has
grown by about 800 students. President Ransdell and Provost Gordon
Emslie are aiming to reach 2,000
students within the next three to
five years, Tiwana said.
There are several programs that
offer students help if they find trouSEE INTERNATIONAL PAGE A2

CORVETTE
COLLAPSE

A sinkhole with an estimated size of 40 feet across and 25-30 feet deep appeared in the Skydome at the National
Corvette Museum early Wednesday morning. No one was in the museum at the time. PHOTO PROVIDED BY THE NA-

TIONAL CORVETTE MUSEUM

Sinkhole swallows eight vehicles
BY KAE HOLLOWAY
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

A

t 5:44 a.m. on Wednesday
morning, officials from the
National Corvette Museum
received calls that a natural disaster
had struck.
A sinkhole that measured 40
feet wide and 25-30 feet deep tore
through the Skydome, swallowing
eight of the museum’s prized automobiles. No one was injured during
the collapse.
“I was just in there taking pictures
yesterday,” Bob Bubnis, communications coordinator for the museum, said.
The Skydome, a large spiral dome
connected to the central National
Corvette Museum building by a
hallway, housed roughly 70 to 80

Corvettes of varying model, size and
color. Automobiles in this portion of
the museum, as well as the rest of
the museum, were either donated,
on loan to or owned by the museum.
Officials safely removed all unaffected Corvettes from the dome.
“The 1983 was in there, which is
the rarest ‘Vette there is,” Bubnis
said. “But we managed to get it out,
a number of pace cars and a few cars
that had been on loan from some of
our members.”
Two of the eight vehicles damaged
in the sinkhole, a 1993 ZR-1 Spyder
and 2009 ZR1 “Blue Devil,” were on
loan from General Motors. The other
six — a 1962 Black Corvette, a 1984
PPG Pace Car, the 1992 White 1 Millionth Corvette, a 1993 Ruby Red
40th Anniversary Corvette, a 2007
Mallett Hammer Z06 Corvette and

the 2009 White 1.5 Millionth Corvette — were owned by the museum.
“It’s certainly a sad day here at the
National Corvette Museum,” Wendell Strode, executive director of the
museum, said. “Each of those cars
had its own story.”
Strode said he has been unable
to directly contact representatives
from GM regarding the cars, but they
should be easy to work with.
Strode also said he and other staff
members are working on reaching
out to owners of the vehicles in the
dome to inform them of the safety
and status of their cars.
“We’ve overcome adversity before,
and we’ll certainly overcome this,”
Strode said.
Structural and civil engineers from
WKU were on site to asses the dam-

Student juggles classwork, motherhood
BY KAYLA BOYD
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
Three hours before her last final, Kelsey Luttrell went into
labor at 33 weeks — and seven weeks early — on May 7, 2013.
Missing the final would result in an incomplete, dropping her
from full-time student status and barring her from her scholarships.
Labor and Delivery personnel had advised her to get to the
hospital immediately. Committed to her schooling, however,
Luttrell began her final early.
“My professor had told us what was going to be on the
exam," the Madisonville senior said. “It was an essay exam, so
I knew what the essay was. I had a bluebook so I was like ‘I’m
just going to start writing.’”
By 5 p.m., she had been in labor for 3 hours and contractions
were about five minutes apart. Nearing tears and already executing her breathing exercises, Luttrell was finally allowed to
leave the class.
“My professor came up to me and told me to finish the sentence [I was writing] and go, as if to say: ‘I’m not going to have
your water break in my classroom,’” she said.
An ambulance spirited Luttrell to the Vanderbilt University
SEE MOTHER PAGE A2

SEE SINKHOLE PAGE A3
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Kelsey Luttrell kisses her son Daniel Kono while playing on the
floor of her apartment Monday night. Luttrell‚ 22‚ balanced a
full-time course load with raising her child. “I am not your stereotypical teen mom‚” she said. “I am in the Honors College,
I am going to graduate on time‚ and I am going to do something with my life. Having a child in college is not a life ending
thing; it's a life changing thing.” CONNOR CHOATE/HERALD
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INTERNATIONAL

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

ble reaching certain enrollment requirements, especially in perfecting the
English language. The English as a Second Language Program takes students
who have met all enrollment requirements, besides speaking English, and
eases them into the language.
“We have resources that help students
adjust to the culture,” Tiwana said.
In the same email, Ransdell said
WKU was devoted to serving each student from meeting them in their home
country, to watching them walk at
graduation.
“Our intent is to provide a complete
experience to all undergraduate international students from being a prospect in their native lands to graduation
from WKU,” he said.
Tiwana said WKU has accomplished
a global sense throughout campus in
that each office and program has an international component.
“People are defining what ‘international’ means on their campus, and
we’ve been able to achieve that with inbound and outbound,” he said.
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MOTHER

parents with housing and costs while
they continue their education.
CONTINUED FROM FRONT
Students apply at the Scholar House
and are given a voucher to Section 8
Medical Center, where nurses gave her Housing who then subsidizes the stua shot to keep her from delivering the dent’s rent.
baby.
Unlike most Section 8 Projects, the
She finally gave birth to her son Dan- Scholar House has special funds set
iel, “Danny,” via caesarean section on aside, allowing students to receive
May 16, 2013.
housing funding relatively quickly.
Luttrell first discovered she was pregWix said when students graduate and
nant in October of 2012. She was 20 leave the program, they’re eligible to
years old.
take the voucher with them.
On a Sunday morning after a night
Students who live at the Scholar
out, Luttrell said she woke up with House must have a year left in school.
weird feeling.
Currently, the five year old Scholar
She went out and bought a home House has 50 residents who have chilpregnancy test that morning, but didn't dren of wide range of ages, anywhere
expect it to be positive.
from a few months to 16 years old.
“I remember the first
“It’s a really good prothing I did was run upgram for mothers with
stairs,” she said. “I shook
children who normally
him (her boyfriend), and
couldn’t afford to live on
I was like ‘I can’t be pregtheir own,” Wix said.
nant, I was planning on
With a day care on site
going to law school.’”
that gives preference to
In My Skin is a weekly feaHer boyfriend and Dan- ture series that looks to tell Scholar House residents,
iel's father, Dustin Kono, a the stories of diverse stu- Wix said the program does
sophomore at Southcen- dent populations at WKU. all it can to help out.
tral Kentucky Community
“We have washers and
and Technical College, was
dryers in each room,” she
more calm than Luttrell had been when said. “They come with wifi on the prophe found out.
erty, and we have a community room
“It was kind of unreal at first,” Kono with computers and printers for resisaid. “We didn’t really believe it.”
dents to get their homework done.”
The following day, the couple visited
Living at the Scholar House has alWKU Health Services, and the news lowed Luttrell to take 19.5 hours this sewas confirmed.
mester, maintain good status with the
“It was basically like, ‘You’re pregnant’ Honors College, and attend a weekly
on a piece of paper,” Luttrell said. “At internship at a local prison — all in adthat point, it doesn’t register that you’re dition to raising her son.
having a baby.”
Luttrell’s grandmother has stepped in
Luttrell, forced to grow up faster than and taken the place of her parents, Lutshe expected, said her life and habits did trell said. She often babysits Danny and
a complete turnabout. She forced herself keeps him to allow Luttrell some perto transition from a student who partied sonal time to unwind.
on weekends into an expectant mother.
Stewart watches Danny when LutThat’s where friendships fell apart, trell’s grandmother is unable to do so.
she said.
“On the first day of class, I watched
Luttrell and Kono have recently rekin- him so she could go to all her classes,”
dled a friendship with Luttrell’s former Stewart said.
roommate, Nashville master's student
Stewart, along with her fiancé, reguJaclyn Stewart.
larly get together with Luttrell and Kono
Stewart said she was one of few at their apartment to play board games
friends genuinely excited about Lut- or Magic: the Gathering.
trell’s pregnancy.
“Things change when you have a
“I knew it would be a lot of work, yeah, baby,” Luttrell said. “We can’t go out evbut it would be fun too,” Stewart said.
ery weekend anymore.”
When Luttrell was 15 weeks pregnant,
Stewart believes the most important
she and Kono discovered that Daniel had thing anyone can give a young parent is
Gastroschisis, a birth defect in which the a support system.
baby’s small and large intestines and
“Her family isn’t in BG, but her grandstomach developed outside his body.
mother is and she’s become a huge part
They spent 45 days in Vanderbilt’s of hers and Danny’s life,” Stewart said.
neonatal intensive care unit, while docBoth Luttrell and Kono said everyone
tors did a daily procedure that pushed loves being around the baby.
the organs into his body through the
“He’s happy and funny,” Luttrell said
bellybutton.
with a smile.
“My biggest regret is not being there
“And he loves attention,” Kono added.
while they were in the NICU,” Stew- “He’s changed my life for the better. It’s
art said. “But I’m so glad I can be there cool watching something grow that you
now.”
made. Your little human.”
Luttrell now lives in an apartment at
Luttrell said she feels like a walking
the Bowling Green Scholar House on public service announcement for stuBrownslock Road. The Scholar House dent parenthood.
offers affordable housing for student
“Life’s not going to end when you have
parents and first priority day care at an a baby, it’ll just change a lot,” she said. “I
on-site facility.
love being a parent. It’s so much fun.
Jenny Wix, the site manager for Bowl“It’s not the end of your life," she adding Green’s Scholar House, said the ed. "I’m not telling everyone to go out
Scholar House is a 56 unit housing and and get pregnant. But if you do, it’s so
education initiative that helps student fun. Different, but really fun.”

IN MY

SKIN

Crime report
• Bardstown sophomore Cassie Kulig reported medication stolen from her
room in Rodes Harlin Hall on Feb 11.
Value of the stolen property was $10.

Visit wkuherald.com for an
interactive crime map

Correction
Due to an Herald error, Sam Ford
was incorrectly identified as WKU
Communications Department Advisory Board chairman elect on page
B3 of the Feb. 11, 2014 issue. Sam
Ford is in the chairman elect for
the WKU Communication Advisory
Board, not the department itself.
The College Heights Herald corrects all confirmed errors that are
brought to reporters’ or editors’ attention. Please call 745-6011 or 7455044 to report a correction, or e-mail
us at editor@wkuherald.com.
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Alumni find success in marketing ideas
BY CASEY DOWNEY
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM

The Great Recession that began in
2007 heralded the end for many small
businesses. While some investors held
tight to their wallets, one group of WKU
alumni saw an opportunity to start
fresh and do things their own way.
David Downing teamed up with a
Derrick Hunt, Josh Hampton and Andrew Sturgill to form a “different” kind
of marketing agency.
After throwing around ideas that
combined their appreciation for art and
nature, the name Yellowberri was born.
Hampton, chief operations officer,
said the slump in the economy provided
more validity to their model of business.
“It was the best and worst time to
start,” said Hampton. “In the recession, a lot of businesses started slashing their budgets, cutting advertising
and people. So that’s where we saw our
niche. The last thing you should cut is
marketing — you have to continue to
push yourself and let people know that
you’re there.”
With Downing’s video and website
production skill set, Hampton’s experience as an editor and Hunt’s graphic
design talents, the team created a
marketing firm with the purpose of revamping client’s images.
“Every business is unique,” Downing,
chief executive officer, said. “But what’s
different for us is we’re selling an intangible product, we’re selling ideas. We’re
selling a strategy.”

After working in a basement in
Glasgow for the first year, Yellowberri eventually found its first home in
Bowling Green off of Fairview Avenue.
That’s when Sturgill, account executive,
joined the team.
Sturgill earned a degree in photojournalism at WKU and gained experience
working for MSNBC in New York after
graduating.
Since its foundation five years ago,
Yellowberri has taken on numerous
WKU students as interns.
“As far as education goes, Western did
a great job preparing us,” Sturgill said.
“We love the creativity that comes out
of Western. We've had a lot of interns
that have been recommended to us
through professors and I’m proud to
say they’ve all turned into employees
at one point or another. They bring in
new ideas and a fresh approach.”
Hunt shared what the creative process is like at Yellowberri.
“Whether we’re sitting around a conference table or a coffee table, it’s a lot
of stream of consciousness,” Hunt said.
“Everybody throws in ideas and we
tear each other down and make fun of
each other,” he continued. “Eventually
something comes up that isn’t a bad
idea, or that sparks a good idea. I kind
of like to approach it like improv. The
key to improv is to not say no to anything.”
Yellowberri now has 9 full-time employees who take care of around 35 clients, including some in New York, Seattle
and Las Vegas. Some of the local clientele

Yellowberri owners Andrew Sturgill, David Downing, Derrick Hunt and Josh Hampton
are WKU alumni who founded the company in 2008 in a Glasgow basement. JEFF

BROWN/HERALD

includes Graves Gilbert Clinic, American
Bank & Trust and Lawton Insurance.
In a partnership to share the old
Commerce Building with Lawton Insurance, they recently left their warehouse on Beech Bend Road to move
to their dream spot downtown, across
from Mariah’s.
“To have something you’ve talked
about and have it designed and built
the way we wanted to, after thinking
about it for four or five years, is a pretty
cool thing,” Downing said.

Downing said he never imagined
settling down in Kentucky for the long
haul, but it’s working out well so far.
“Kentucky is really becoming something,” said Downing. “There are a lot of
things happening here to to create progressiveness. And it is just a beautiful,
self-sustaining area with good values.”
Downing said it is the values at Yellowberri that matter in the long run.
“That's what makes me proudest,
that we had it done our way,” he said.

Sleep Out for Homeless event comes to WKU
BY AARON MUDD
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
A fraternity at WKU is looking to assist
the homeless in Bowling Green in the
form of clothing with an event called
“Sleep Out for the Homeless.”
Jalen Rhodes, a Chicago sophomore,
said that Sleep Out for the Homeless is a
chance to give back to the community.
“We’re just now bringing it to this
campus,” Rhodes said.
The event will take place Feb. 18 and 19
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. in Centennial Mall.
“Basically, we’ll just be collecting clothes,
hats, gloves, shoes and canned goods,”
Rhodes said. “And then at the end of the
day we’ll take it all to the Salvation Army.”
Rhodes said the event will be a test run

SINKHOLE

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

age and stability of the sinkhole.
“They’re (sinkholes) very difficult to
find during construction,” Matt Dettman, associate professor of civil engineering, said. “Now that it’s fallen out,
we do see some continued instability
in the wall that could possibly collapse
more over time.”
Despite this, Dettman said he and his
associates on sight declared the sinkhole relatively stable.
The museum released a video that
showed a WKU drone flying over and
into the sinkhole to assess vehicles that
had fallen. The black 1962 was standing upright, while others were barely
visible under layers of dirt and debris.
The museum has yet to assess the

to see if the event is successful at WKU.
Rhodes, a member of the Phi Beta
Sigma fraternity, said that this is the
first Sleep Out for the Homeless event
hosted at WKU, but Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity Inc. hosts events like this on
other campuses across the nation.
“That’s something that I’d like to implement here in Bowling Green,” he said.
The goal of the event is to take things
that would normally be thrown away
by students and put them to good use,
Rhodes said.
“A lot of people on this campus just
have clothes and things they don’t need
and don’t really know where to take it,”
he said. “So instead of just throwing it
out we can just give it somebody who
can use it instead.”

Heather Gordon, director of social
services at the Bowling Green Salvation
Army, said that homelessness is an issue that people don’t often recognize,
especially in Bowling Green.
“Just last year in 2013 we served 1,247
homeless individuals,” Gordon said.
“That’s a 16 percent increase from 2012.”
Gordon said that people struggle to
find jobs that aren’t just temporary and
pay enough money to support a family.
“When you work a minimum wage
job and you have a family — and the
average rent in this county is $650 for a
three bedroom unit — you don’t make
enough to support living here,” she said.
The Bowling Green Salvation Army
offers 30 days of emergency shelter
to those in need, and if the tempera-

ture drops below 32 degrees individuals can spend the night even if
they have already used their time,
Gordon said.
“On any given night we probably have
50 to 65 people in the shelter,” Gordon
said. “So supplies like personal hygiene
items, towels, sheets, pillows, blankets,
those types of things, are really hard to
keep up with when you’re giving out that
many items on any particular night.”
Students who are interested in donating can bring any kind of clothing that
they don’t need.
Rhodes said that it’s important to recognize homelessness as an important issue.
“It is something that is going on,”
Rhodes said. “It is there and we should
recognize it’s there.”

costs of this disaster, as they still have
to attempt to continue retrieving the
fallen vehicles, review surveillance
footage and meet with their insurers
to get an estimate. A local contractor,
Scott, Murphy and Daniel, will assist in
recovery of this building and the damaged vehicles.
“There are at least two cars that, it appears to me, that could be saved, recovered,” Strode said. “Certainly they’ve
had some damage, so that decision will
be a little bit later on.”
So far, no reconstruction time frame
has been provided.
The museum closed for the day, turning away many who had traveled great
distances to see the museum. Receptionists fielded calls from hopeful visitors throughout, though some were
less than sympathetic about the day’s
disaster.

Pam Pillow, a receptionist for the museum, had one caller in particular suggest all the damaged cars be replaced
with Mustangs.
“You called the wrong place,” Pillow said.
This is not the first issue the city has
had with sinkholes. In 2002, a sinkhole
collapsed at Dishman Lane and Mill
Valley Road that measured roughly 196
feet across and 22 feet deep at it’s deepest points. The damage done by the
sinkhole cost $1 million to repair.
Sinkholes are the result of karst topography in and around Bowling
Green. Karst is a chemical weathering
process that involves the dissolution of
rocks, particularly limestone.
Over periods of thousands of years,
slightly acidic ground water — carbonic acid — dissolves subsurface
limestone, creating large, underground
caverns.

“Over time, as that infiltration of the
groundwater carries over the soil, it
ultimately becomes unstable and collapses,” Dettman said.
Dettman said the sinkhole at the Corvette Museum could have potential to
expand, but is showing signs of migrating from the museum, not towards it.
“We might see a little more falling in
over time, but right now it’s difficult to
tell how much it’s going to collapse,” he
said. “It appears to be migrating away
from the building, not towards the
main part.”
The museum will reopen today to
the public. The Skydome, however,
will remain closed until further notice.
Damage is being assessed to determine
what can be done to repair the building
before the museum’s 20th Anniversary
celebration. The celebration will be
held Labor Day weekend.
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A work of art that should stay lost Tops &

BY BEN CONNIFF
OPINION@WKUHERALD.COM
George Clooney’s latest period piece,
“The Monuments Men,” boasts an intriguing premise and an all-star cast but
squanders them with a flat, misguided
narrative.
The story picks up when Frank
Stokes (Clooney) is tasked with recovering, returning and otherwise preserving millions of pieces of artwork
stolen by the Nazis during World War
II. To get the job done, Stokes rounds
up a motley crew of his colleagues —

architects, artists and curators — to go
deep behind enemy lines in search of
Europe’s greatest works, which included the famous van Eyck's "Ghent Altarpiece" and Michelangelo’s "Madonna
and Child."
It makes for a riveting concept on
paper, but in Clooney’s hands, “The
Monuments Men” isn’t quite the romp
many had hoped for. If you're looking
for “National Treasure,” you'll surely
be disappointed.
The screenwriters Clooney and
Grant Heslov (“Good Night, and
Good Luck”) fumble between a comedy reminiscent of “Kelly's Heroes,” a
“Saving Private Ryan” melodrama and
hints of romance in the vein of “Casablanca.” As such, it appears Clooney
doesn't quite know the kind of movie
he wanted to make.
As I was watching “Monuments Men,”
I couldn’t help but wonder how much
more entertaining it might’ve been if
Quentin Tarantino made it. He, at least,

would’ve made a consistently engaging
diversion inspired by the true story.
That’s not to say that the film is devoid of genuine heart.
The cast is impeccable, including Matt Damon, John Goodman, Bill
Murray, Bob Balaban, Hugh Bonneville, Jean Dujardin and Cate Blanchett.
Within the narrative, most of these core
characters are paired up and given various jobs to do, including scouting the
locations of hidden art or bringing to
justice the Nazi officers responsible for
stealing in the first place.
I’m glad to see that Clooney lends
most of the screen time to his buddies in the cast, including a fun cameo
at the end, seeming to focus more on
his duties behind the camera than in
front. It’s too bad his efforts prove feeble in saving “The Monuments Men”
from uneven storytelling. This is one
work of art that, for now, remains lost.
Read the rest of my review on
wkuherald.com

Bottoms
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Experience a new type of fashion therapy

BY KAE HOLLOWAY
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

In the fashion world, there are
two types of therapy (give or take):
retail therapy, wherein you spend
an indiscriminate amount of
money, adding to your wardrobe
for upcoming seasons, and seller's
therapy.
Seller's therapy is a unique experience in its own because it involves
letting go of and, well, selling your
clothes. Getting to experience that
thrill, that pure exhilaration when
you have extra money in your
pocket is unprecedented. Not to
mention, you'll have room in your
closet to indulge in the other, more
popular type of therapy: retail.
Recently, I indulged in a little
seller's therapy. And by indulged, I
mean painstakingly pined through
my overstuffed closet, pulling out
any item of clothing I hadn't worn
in at least the last eight months. I

tried each piece on, studied my
reflection in them and thought
long and hard about turning in the
metaphorical towel and shoving
the piece of clothing back on that
shelf. Suffice it to say, it's hard for
me to let go of my clothes.
I have held on to sweaters, skirts
and dresses for years because I
thought maybe, just maybe, I'll
experience some kind of renewed
inspiration for that piece of clothing and make it revolutionary.
Fun fact, fellow fashionistas: there
are very few ways to make a grotesquely oversized, itchy men's
pastel sweater revolutionary.
I went through a men's oversized sweater phase all through
high school that only Bill Cosby
could truly appreciate. We all suffer
our fashion faux pas.
Anyway, I stuck with it. I persevered. I passed my collection of
sweaters to my younger brother
who, like me, is on the cusp of a
sweater obsession. I sold a few
pieces to friends and am in the
process of selling what remains in
my “to sell” box at consignment
stores and on eBay. It's been a huge
relief. I'm a free woman.
So I now turn to you, readers.
Do you also find yourselves overwhelmed by the masses of fabrics
known as your wardrobe? If the answer is yes, then take some time. Sell-

er's therapy your closet, so to speak.
Now, unless you're more financially fortunate than me, you most
likely won't be able to put up those
gently used skirts and blouses on
Poshmark or TheRealReal, websites that only carry the high-end
labels of my dreams.
However, there are several fantastic ways to rid your wardrobe
of clothes you don't want, many of
which are right in town.
Beverly Hills Boutique, a local
consignment store right by campus, is a great example of a place
to sell your gently used closed,
for a little profit. Sellers get a percentage of the profit made from
clothes sold that they donated to
the Boutique.
If you're looking to cut out the
middle man, though, I suggest
opening an eBay account and selling your clothes directly to potential buyers. It's quick. It's easy. It's
free. The only headache might be
shipping your clothes out, but hey,
who can complain when you're
potentially making a bigger profit.
Other alternatives to lighten
your wardrobe include Goodwill,
the Salvation Army and clothing
drives.
Part with your clothes you never
wear. Your wardrobe, your wallet
and your morals will thank you. And
so will your saved items on Asos.

TWEETS
FROM
THE HILL
@WKU_Hooks: Congrats @
CoachWoodie for his recruiting, while at #WKU was
deemed a top recruiter by
http://Rivals.com , good coach
and a great guy
— Sent 6:03 PM/11 Feb 14
@bluejaebird: There's a guy
outside my hall with a live parrot on his head. Whut. #WKU
— Sent 1:48 PM/11 Feb 14
@whoeverwhoever:Here's a
thought... Put a commuter
parking structure where
Thompson complex is #wku
— Sent 12:19 PM/11 Feb 14
@ItsMeCodyGeer: JuiceBlendz
has amazing salads. They are
so freaking good. #whoknew
#delicious #wku
— Sent 1:00 AM/11 Feb 14

COMIC STRIP

@AmoreAlyshia: Bowling
green don't never get no
snow! #wku I'm Finna get mad
lol go throw sum got damn
flour on the ground..... Plz
SNOW n cancel class
— Sent 12:03 AM/11 Feb 14
@skysteele1331: Exactly 1
month til spring break #iwillmakeit #countingdownthedays #wku
— Sent 8:36 PM/10 Feb 14
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THE FUN PAGE
ACROSS
1 “__ Trek: Deep Space
Nine”
5 Mr. DeLuise
Classified Sales Manager: Ashley Edwards
8 Place for a goatee
advertising@wkuherald.com
9 Lt. __ Van Buren; S. Epatha
Merkerson’s “Law & Order”
role
ELP
ANTED
12 Dryer and Savage
13 Tim’s neighbor on “Home
WaterWorks Auto Wash
Improvement”
is now hiring part-time help.
14 Sitcom about a southern
Apply in-store at 763 Bakersfield Way or call
soccer mom
(270) 393-9904.
15 Tyne or Tim
Cheetah Clean Auto Wash
16 And not
is looking for
18 “The __ and the
administration/marketing/assistant/runner.
Pussycat”; Barbra Streisand
Flexible hours. Apply online at cheetahclean.com
movie
941 31W Bypass | (270) 842-0286
19 Actor __ Grant
A SUMMER JOB AT KENTUCKY 4-H CAMPS:
20 “__-Called Life”; Claire
Positions are available as Camp Manager; HCP (Health Care Danes series
Provider/EMT); lifeguards; and instructors for swimming,
21“It’s __, Mad, Mad, Mad
canoeing, nature, recreation, rifle, archery and high/low ropes.
Internships are available. Deadline for application is March World”
23 Ben Affleck’s younger
4th. For more information, visit our website at
http://www2.ca.uky.edu/4-h/camp/employment
brother
and apply online at UK Jobs at
24 Reality series whose
www. uky.edu/hr/working
theme song is “Bad Boys”
25 Part of the foot
Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for
26 Wallace and Farrell
misleading or false claims but cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please
use caution when answering ads, especially when asked to send money 28 Small plateau
or provide credit card information. The College Heights Herald is not
29 “__ well that ends well!”
responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.
30 Dog on “Garfield and
Friends”
32 Actress __ Thompson
PREVIOUS CROSSWORD SOLUTION
35 Zoom down snowy slopes
36 Advanced degrees: abbr.
37 “Less __ Perfect”
38 “__ As It Gets”; Jack
Nicholson movie
40 Prickle on a rose stem
41 Phillips, once of “Dateline
NBC”
42 Person, place or thing
43 Agrees to, for short
44 Bathroom features
DOWN
1 Threaded metal fastener

CLASSIFIEDS
H

W

2 Series for James Spader
3 Verdi opera
4 Nurses, for short
5 “The __ Show with Jon
Stewart”
6 “For Your Eyes __”; 007
movie
7 Prefix for placed or matched
10 Actor on “We Are Men”
11 Win by __; eke out a
victory
12 To and __; back and forth
13 “__ of the Worlds”; Tom
Cruise film
15 “My Two __”
17 __ Rogers and Dale Evans

19 Headwear for baseball fans
20 Actor Bernie and others
22 Namesakes of a Stooge
23 Actress __ Summer
25 Actress Suzy __
26 Bell and Barker
27 Actress Chase and others
30 Woodwind instruments
31 “American __!”
33 Makes, as a salary
34 Ms. Jillian
36 Former series about a
detective
37 “O Brother, Where Art
__?”; George Clooney movie
39 Wet sticky stuff

40 One of Ted Turner’s
networks

HILLTOP HOROSCOPES
SCORPIO (Oct. 23Nov. 21) -- Make up a
list of intended improvements. Make choices
around style, color and
size or scale. For three
weeks with Mercury in
Aquarius, you'll do your
best thinking at home.
Communicate virtually,
rather than traveling.

TAURUS (April 20May 20) -- Resume your
leadership role. Schedule
more carefully for the
next three weeks, as
tests and challenges can
arise with Mercury in
Aquarius. It's easier to
get distracted. Maintain
an active social schedule, and stay in communication.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov.
22-Dec. 21) -- Things
seem easier to understand for the next few
weeks, with Mercury
in Aquarius. Writing
flows. You get fascinated
by complexities, and
entranced in analysis. Review the stats.
Consider how they affect
business.

GEMINI (May 21June 20) -- Increase the
level of organization.
Discuss philosophical
ideas and make longrange plans. The communication style could
change abruptly. For
about three weeks with
Mercury in Aquarius,
you'll be good at finding
ways around problems.

CAPRICORN (Dec.
22-Jan. 19) -- Thoughts
become more logical,
and there's lots of money
to be made over the next
three weeks, with Mercury in Aquarius. Devise
an earning strategy, and
plot your course. Move
ahead confidently, with
bold action.

CANCER (June
21-July 22) -- Financial planning provides
power. Figure out prices,
and send invoices.
Track your earnings
and revise your budget.
Review statements for
errors. For about three
weeks with Mercury in
Aquarius, discover new
sources of revenue.

AQUARIUS (Jan.
20-Feb. 18) -- You're
more objective over the
next three weeks with
Mercury in Aquarius,
and learn quickly.
Begin a logical, rational
cycle. Tell your personal
story. Get your partner
involved. Discuss the direction to move forward.

PISCES (Feb.
19-March 20) -- Take
more time for quiet contemplation over the next
three weeks, with Mercury in Aquarius. Completion is top priority. Your
dreams are trying to tell
you something. Take
notes on realizations
and insights. Meditate.

ARIES (March
21-April 19) -- Group
projects go well now
and for the next three
weeks with Mercury in
Aquarius. Don't sweat
the small stuff right now.
Cuddle up with a loved
one and make some
magic. What could you
create together?

LEO (July 23-Aug.
22) -- Ask for counsel
from a master. Team
communication reaches
a new level. For about
three weeks with Mercury in Aquarius, let
your partner take the
lead. Negotiate creatively. Many views give
a broader picture.

VIRGO (Aug. 23Sept. 22) -- Put technology to work in new ways
over the next few weeks.
Discussions take on a
more logical form. For
three weeks with Mercury in Aquarius, your
work gets more interesting, and your cleverness
shines.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct.
22) -- Work on creative
writing, art or music over
the next three weeks with
Mercury in Aquarius.
You'll learn new games
and computer programs
quickly. Study with talented friends. Play together,
and gain new chops.

SUDOKU PROBLEMS
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The Vette City Vixens opened their 2014 season with
a win over the Chattanooga Roller Girls Saturday at the
Skate Box. The Vixens got into penalty trouble early, but
they rallied late closing the gap in the final minutes to
edge out Chattanooga 212-190. Vette City's next home
bout will be March 15 against the Circle City Derby Girls.

A member of the Capital City Hooligans laces up his skates before taking on the
Cincinnati Battering Rams on Saturday at the Skate Box in Bowling Green.

ABOVE: WKU alumna
Morgan 'Skate Mutiny'
Ison high fives members of the Roller Girls
as she is introduced
before the Vette City
Vixens' match against
the Chattanooga Roller
Girls. The Vixens won
the match, 212-190.
LEFT: Vette City's Ra-

chael 'Danica SmashYa'
Barbutes (center)
celebrates with her
teammates after the
team's victory.
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Use Your BIG RED DOLLARS
to Enjoy STUDENT SPECIALS
for DINE-IN or DELIVERY!
ASK OUR TEAM FOR DETAILS

PROUD NEW FIERY
TO SUPPORT

WKU

DORITOS LOCOS TACOS
MTN DEW 1802 Russellville Rd.
®
™

BAJA BLAST FREEZE
LIVE MÁS

2460 Nashville Rd.
2628 Scottsville Rd.
1162 W. 31 Bypass
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‘Happy Gas’ improv anticipates 15 year anniversary
BY WHITNEY ALLEN
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM

Somerset senior Keifer Adkins
leaned back and laughed as he recalled
how he became a member of Happy
Gas Improv Comedy Troupe three
years ago.
“It was really weird," he said. "So
the president, Nick, and Dave, an old
member who does a lot of stand up
now, came to me in a voice movement
class and said ‘Hey, you’re really quirky
and different. Do you want to audition
for us for Happy Gas?’”
Happy Gas is Kentucky’s longest running comedy improv troupe. The group
usually performs locally — mostly on
campus. The group has volunteered
at Relay for Life, and tonight they will
begin their “Dorm Tour” with a performance at the Pearce-Ford Tower.
On March 22, Happy Gas will celebrate its 15-year anniversary performance in the Russell Miller Theater.
The show will feature both current
Happy Gas members and "veterans" —
a collection of the troupe's alumni.
Adkins said both the group and it’s
dynamic have changed over the years.
“There was one point in time when
the team only had four members. I
mean it’s a community,” he said. The
group is now comprised of 18 members.
Adkins said he almost passed up this
opportunity, but he’s glad he decided to
try it out. Happy Gas has not only supplemented his experience as a theater
student, but also provided him with
experiences that he will take with him
into future jobs.
Franklin, Tenn., senior Nick Benson, the troupe's president, has been

Frankfort freshman Isaac Barnes, Glasgow junior Matthew Zuccari, Louisville junior Sanya Monem, and Bowling Green senior
Jacob Soler (left to right) perform a skit during Happy Gas rehearsal Tuesday night in preparation for their upcoming show,
“It’s This or Dining Alone,” in Pearce-Ford Tower tonight. LUKE FRANKE/HERALD
a member of Happy Gas for four years.
Benson hopes that in the future
Happy Gas will continue to gain popularity and expand their performances
to different venues. He hopes that Happy Gas will grow with WKU.

“I had another goal I wanted to leave
them with,” he said. “I was trying to
put together a big improv or comedy
jam — maybe get it sponsored through
Western and groups from Chicago,
Louisville (and) Nashville can come

down and it could be this huge event.”
Benson said Happy Gas has lasted
so long by being more progressive over
the years.
“I think it’s just the love for improv to
be honest,” Benson said.

Library event sets up students on Mystery Date
BY WHITNEY ALLEN
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM

February may be the month
of love, but that doesn’t mean
love is solely between one person and another. This month,
the Cravens Library is setting
students up on a “Mystery
Date with a Book."
Library
staffers
have
wrapped 25 books in brown
packing paper and decorated

each book with a catchy hint
as to what the book is about.
Students can come into the
library and choose a book.
After finishing the book, students are encouraged to fill
out a “Rate Your Date” form,
reviewing their chosen book.
Those who rate their date will
be entered into a drawing to
win $25.
Katie DeCoursey, Pembroke
junior, is working on her sec-

ond mystery book, "There's so
many books in the leisure section. It's really hard to pick out
one because you stand there
forever," DeCoursey said.
DeCoursey said this opportunity has been good because
it's allowed her to discover
books she might not have
picked up before.
Jennifer Wilson, marketing coordinator for the library,
hopes students will make time

for leisure reading.
“It’s hard at this time of year
or during the whole semester,"
she said. "You’re so busy reading academic materials that
are for your major or minor
so this is a nice break. We’re all
about encouraging reading."
Wilson attributes the credit
for this particular event to her
student worker, Los Angeles
senior Krystin Avakian.
Avakian explained that this

wasn’t an original idea, she’d
heard of other universities doing similar things in the past
and thought this would be awesome to offer to WKU students.
“I guess the idea of getting
people to try a new book or
genre is what got me interested in the first place,” Avakian
said.
Students can participate in
Mystery Date with a Book until
the end of February.
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Author to discuss new book for KY Live! series
BY TYLER PROCHAZKA
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

Ferrell said two major events in
the tobacco industry have had a large
impact on Kentucky’s tobacco farmStudents interested in Kentucky ag- ers: the Master Settlement Agreement
riculture, folklore and history will have (MSA) and the federal tobacco buyout.
all of these topics converge in one lecThe tobacco buyout was a program
ture tonight.
to help the industry transition to a “free
Ann Ferrell, author of “Burmarket” in tobacco with the use
ley: Kentucky Tobacco in a
of money from tobacco compaNew Century,” will discuss her
nies, Ferrell said.
new book as part of the KenThe MSA was a settlement betucky Live! series tonight at 7
tween US state attorney generals
p.m. The lecture is a free, swand the tobacco industry due to
ipeable event that is open to
the health risks from tobacco.
the public.
“Kentucky made the decision
The lecture will discuss
to put half the funds in the (MSA)
FERRELL
how the production of burley
settlement in the agriculture detobacco in Kentucky has impactvelopment fund, which provides
ed the state over the years, and
grants for farm projects that are
how Kentucky burley farmers are react- aimed at moving away from tobacco,”
ing to changes in the industry.
Ferrell said.
Ferrell, a folk studies professor at
Ferrell said over the years the numWKU, said everything from farm tech- ber of tobacco farmers has shrunk from
nology to marketing has changed for 29,000 in 2002, to just over 8000 in 2007.
However, there are still large quantities
Kentucky’s tobacco industry.
“Economically it was once the most of tobacco being produced.
“There is still a lot of tobacco being
important cash crop,” Ferrell said. “Today it is not the most important cash grown just by fewer farmers,” Ferrell
crop, but there are still farmers who said.
As tobacco became stigmatized,
continue to raise it.”

some Kentucky farmers left the industry for ethical reasons which is a big
change from the previous view of tobacco in Kentucky, she said.
“At one time in the late 50s, tobacco
was grown on over 80 percent of farms
on the state,” Ferrell said. “Culturally
growing tobacco was the norm. It wasn’t
something strange or bad.”
Brian Coutts, one of the founders of
the Kentucky Live! series, said Ferrell
has been researching this topic for her
book since 2005.
“She has been interested in the burley tobacco industry in Kentucky for a
long time,” Coutts said.
Coutts said Ferrell did more than
just interview farmers for an understanding of burley production, but also
has firsthand knowledge of this type of
work.
“She got out and worked on a tobacco farm and worked in the harvest," he
said. "It is a very labor intensive operation, back-breaking labor."
The Kentucky Live! series, which is
in its eleventh year, has had a handful
of Bowling Green community members who have come to almost all of the
lectures over the past decade, Coutts

said. For this lecture, he said he is trying
to target specific groups at WKU.
“We have been targeting the people
in ag because it has been such a big
part of Kentucky industry,” Coutts said.
Jennifer Wilson, WKU library’s marketing coordinator, said the event will
likely draw a wide audience.
“We typically have a good turnout of
faculty, staff and community members
for the lecture series,” she said.
Even with a limited budget, Coutts
said Kentucky Live! has been able to
find a wide array of interesting speakers.
“We try to mix the local speakers
with well-known people from the region,” Coutts said.
Immediately following the lecture,
Ferrell will stay for a book signing, and
one free autographed book will be given away as a door prize.
For Ferrell, it is important the community learns about the history of tobacco in Kentucky because it still plays a
large part in the state’s agriculture.
“To ensure that Kentucky has a successful agriculture history, we need to
make sure we pay attention to farmers
of all times,” she said.

Health Services stresses importance of hand hygiene
BY TREY CRUMBIE
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

WKU Health Services has utilized
advanced technology to remind healthcare workers to do a simple task— to
wash their hands.
As the result of a partnership, WKU
Health Services has implemented the
HyGreen Hand Hygiene Recording
and Reminding System. The system reminds employees to keep their hands
clean as they care for the numerous patients they encounter on a daily basis.
Keith Lancaster, manager of Healthcare Information Systems, said the system works by having healthcare workers wear a special badge assigned to
them. Before workers begin taking care
of the patient, they wash their hands
with a special soap, gel or alcoholbased cleanser.
The workers place their hands underneath a special sensor that detects
the presence of the soap or alcohol and
then determines if the hands are clean.
The workers then go into the patient's
room and wait for a special scanner
in the room to read the badge they are

Keith Lancaster, manager of Healthcare Information Systems

We're just constantly looking for ways we can
innovate, be more efficient and provide better
healthcare.”
wearing via wireless signal.
If the workers leave the room they
are ‘assigned’ to and goe to another one
without rewashing their hands and rescanning them through the hand sensor, the badge they are wearing sends a
gentle vibration as a reminder to do so.
All scans are recorded in a special
database that monitors and provides
information about hand hygiene in the
facility.
The system was developed by
HyGreen, Inc., a company based in
Gainesville, Fla. Despite the distance,
the company has an engineering group
that works with the Central Region
Innovation and Commercialization
Center in Bowling Green. This helped
nurture the relationship between WKU
and HyGreen, said Lancaster.

The manager said the partnership
allows HyGreen to collect hygiene information and test certain changes to
the product, such as the duration of
battery life for the badge, while allowing WKU access to new technology.
“We’re just constantly looking for
ways we can innovate, be more efficient and provide better healthcare,”
Lancaster said.
According to medicalnewstoday.
com, 271 people a day die from Healthcare Acquired Infections, infections patients acquire while they are receiving
healthcare treatment.
Lancaster said this is a major concern.
“It’s basically the equivalent of an
airliner crashing everyday and everyone on board dying,” Lancaster said.

A large part of these infections are
due to cross-contamination. Healthcare workers neglecting to wash their
hands after they finish caring for a patient can cause infection for another
patient, said Lancaster.
Mark Klusty, director of engineering for HyGreen, said the motivation
behind the product was to prevent this.
“Our thought process there was basically we can prevent those infections
from ever occurring by making sure
that healthcare workers are washing
their hands prior to interacting with
patients,” Klusty said.
Lancaster said one of the system's
goals is to modify behavior while not
being disruptive to healthcare staff's
regular routine.
"It has to be something that doesn't
interrupt the flow," Lancaster said.
The system, implemented last September, has had a major impact on hygiene in the facility. Lancaster said the
staff has embraced the technology and
hand hygiene efficiency has improved.
Although the partnership is only
months old, Lancaster hopes it lasts a
long time.

SGA executive council finds amendment unconstitutional
BY LEAH BROWN
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
After review the Student Government Association delared an amendment that had passed in its Tuesday
meeting unconstitutional.
The measure proposed removing
the sole power of the SGA president to
appoint judicial council justices.
“The president is elected by the student body to make appointments in all
of the three branches,” SGA President
Keyana Boka said.
She said this would bypass the presidential appointment and the senate.
“I am very wary about the direction
that this amendment is taking for the
future of this organization,” Boka said.
Chief Justice Seth Church said giving
the power to appoint judicial justices to
the consensus of the executive branch
creates a more fair system.

The changes to the amendment also
included increasing the number of justices to seven.
“I think the increase in justices to
seven is beneficial,” Boka said.
Church said increasing the voices
on judicial council allows more people
to share ideas. It also raises quorum.
Senator Tyler Scaff rose against the
amendment questioning if the senate
fully understood it.
Cain Alvey debated Scaff, and said
the senators have had two weeks to
read and digest the information in the
amendment.
Alvey said the amendment is a
“good, forward movement for SGA.”
After the debate ended, Resolution
1-14-S passed.
The Executive Council reviewed
their constitution after the meeting
and determined there were not enough
senators in attendance to pass the leg-

Keyana Boka, SGA President

I am very wary about the direction that
this amendment is taking for the future of
this organization.”
islation.
The amendment is now still in first
read and will be discussed at their
meeting next week.
The SGA office temporarily moved
this week to Garrett after a flooding in
Cravens. The office will remain there
until their new offices and chamber are
finished in DSU.
The meetings will also move to the
Garrett Conference Center room 203.

There will be a question and answer
session with Provost Gordon Emslie,
open to all students at the next meeting.
He'll be present to discuss the upcoming changes to the major delcaration process, and to answer any
questions about that issue or other
academic issues. The meeting is open
to any.

Download
the new
WKUHERALD

app on iTunes and
Google Play
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SOFTBALL

Lady Toppers travel for UCLA tournament
BY AUSTIN LANTER
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
After spending last weekend in Fort Myers, Fla., the
WKU Lady Topper softball
team will travel to the opposite coast to face three formidable opponents in the Stacy
Winsberg Memorial Tournament.
The tournament, hosted by
UCLA, will take place in Los
Angeles, and the Lady Toppers
will open the weekend against
UC-Davis.
The two other teams WKU
will face are Robert Morris and
UCLA. Currently, the UCLA
Bruins are ranked 13th in the
nation with a perfect 5-0 record.
“When you think about

BASEBALL

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
The decision, Myers said, was
tough, but one he felt was necessary for a team that has the
opportunity for a break out
season.
“It was a tough one because for myself, as a baseball coach, I spent a lot of
time doing the pitching and
took a lot of pride into it,”
Myers said. “Every year you
evaluate yourself and your
program, I thought that our
positions players needed
their head coach around
them, too.
“For me, I thought it was the
best thing for our staff and our
team to have me out there as
the head coach instead of me
being the pitching coach.”
Sixth year Assistant Blake

COLUMN

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
conference coaches.
The Toppers looked good at
times last year, with story lines
like an 18-inning win over

BASKETBALL

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

the basketball. He played out
of double-teams all Monday
night. He’ll be fine and I’m
looking for a big time bounce
back game from him.”
Harper is expecting Troy
(8-14, 3-7 Sun Belt) to send

UCLA, you think about all
the national championships
they’ve won,” coach Amy Tudor said. “I think it’s a unique
opportunity and you never
know what can happen.”
The Bruins have 11 national
championships, with the last
one coming in 2010.
“They’re just a powerhouse,” Tudor said. “I think it’s
just a neat opportunity to go
play at UCLA.”
For senior infielder Amanda Thomas, the game against
UCLA is a chance for the team
to get a big win over a big name
opponent for the first time in
her career.
“UCLA is going to be a big
one but we’re looking forward
to the opportunity to go out

there and show them,” Thomas said. “We’ve always given
those big teams good competition. We’ve never taken it
to the next level and actually
beaten them so we’re looking
to take it to the next level.”
UC Davis and Robert Morris will be no easy task for WKU
either. Despite UC Davis’ 1-4
record, Tudor said they’re going to be tough competition.
“They beat Arkansas in
their first game so they’re going to be competitive,” she
said. “They’ve got two hitters
hitting over .400 and a pitcher
that has an ERA of about two
so they’re going to be quality.”
Robert Morris, like UCLA,
is also undefeated at 4-0. Two
players are hitting over .500 on

the season thus far and they
have a pitcher with an ERA of
zero.
Overall, the coach said
playing tough teams early in
the season is a good thing for
her team.
“I think it’ll be good preparation to get us going before
conference,” Tudor said.
Although the team came
away with three wins opening weekend, there were some
thing that need to be cleaned
up. According to freshman infielder Andie Martin, a lot of
this is due to new players.
Thomas said that the team
will need to focus on its communication this week in preparation for the weekend tournament.

In the Lady Toppers’ tournament last weekend, Thomas, who already has the most
home runs in program history,
became the all-time leader for
RBI’s as well.
“A few things is just communication with each other
during plays, before plays, and
knowing where to go,” Thomas said. “Not speeding up the
game and kind of slowing it
down so we can control what
we can do on the field. Control
the game, don’t let the game
control us.”
WKU will open the tournament against UC Davis Friday
at 12 p.m. CT. For the tournament, the Lady Toppers will
face UC Davis and Robert
Morris twice and UCLA once.

Allen will take over the duties
as pitching coach and will inherit a list of proven veterans
like seniors Austin Clay and
Justin Hageman, along with
junior Ian Tompkins.
“Blake (Allen) taking our
plan and the things I’ve developed here and adding a
little bit of his spice to it, I
think it’s been great,” Myers
said. “I think it’s been great
for the older guys…they get a
new voice that maybe shocks
them a little bit, which is
great. He’s done a phenomenal job.”
WKU and ULL were the
only two teams in the conference to have multiple players
selected to the 2014 All-Sun
Belt Conference team. Wilcox,
who has started every game
for WKU for two straight years,
was selected as the only Utility
player on the roster becuase

he has had experience playing
in five different positions. He
also ranked among the team
leaders in nearly every offensive category last year including hits (77) doubles (16), a
pair of triples and placing second in runs (40).
Regan Flaherty is another
offensive force looking to capitalize off of his success from
a year ago. Very similar to
Wilcox, he was the only other
player to start every game for
WKU last season and ranked
among the team leaders in
virtually every offensive cate-

gory. He will spend the majority of his time in left or right
field.
Looking at the mound
and selected as the only relief
pitcher on the All-Conference
team is junior Ian Tompkins,
who spent his time last season sharing the closer role
with graduated senior Taylor
Haydel. Now with the position to himself, Tompkins
is expected to play a major
role as the closer and posted
the team’s lowest ERA (2.29).
Tompkins was named one of
50 Watch List members for

National Collegiate Baseball
Writers Association Stopper of
the Year Award, given annually
to the top relief pitcher in D-I
baseball.
Backing up the mound will
return a defense that sported
a fielding percentage of .963
last season, giving Myers extra confidence and assurance
– including his pitchers – that
this could be a special year for
the Toppers.
“One of the staples of our
program, before I even got
here, was defense,” Myers said.
“I’m really excited about our
defense and I really think it’s
made our pitching staff better because they’re pitching to
contact.
“I’m real excited to see our
defense go after it because I
think that’s going to be a big
part of how our pitching success is going to be.”

Kentucky at Bowling Green
Ballpark and Huck’s memorable stretch highlighting the
season, but they finished at
28-29 with middling stats in
league play. They’ll have to do
better if they hope to make
postseason appearance in

their last season in the Sun
Belt Conference.
Myers looks at Louisiana-Lafayette — league champion last
year, and the favorite this season
— as inspiration. He said the Ragin’ Cajuns’ depth is something
he hopes his team can duplicate.

“Last year the toughest
lineup we faced was Lafayette,” he said. “It just seemed
like every inning it was the
same guy who was at the
plate and that’s really tough
from a pitching standpoint,
especially on the weekend,

and that’s what I want to see
from our lineup.”
It’s never a bad thing to
look like the best. But with
the season set to start tomorrow, it’s time for the Toppers
to prove they can actually be
the best.

double teams at Fant Thursday and he has countered
that tactic by having his guys
double Fant in practice. He
said that he thinks the team
has been at its best when Fant
is doubled, because it leaves
someone on the floor unguarded.
When Fant sends the ball
back to the perimeter, the

team will work to make the
extra pass and find the open
shooter.
Akamune said that doubling Fant in practice helps
prepare him for game-like
situations.
“We started in practice being aware that George may be
double-teamed as we go on,”
Akamune said. "We’ve been

defending George and trapping George as well. We’ve
been simulating game situations and the more we practice
on it, the more George gets
prepared for it."
Troy is just 3-7 in conference play, but it beat Arkansas
State in Jonesboro, a feat the
Toppers were unable to accomplish.

“It’s going to be a tough
task tomorrow evening especially with the quick turn
around,” Harper said. “Four
games in a matter of a week
basically. Played Monday
evening and had to take off
Tuesday so we only have one
day of prep for them. I think
our guys are locked in and
ready to go.”

Matt Meyers, Coach

For me, I thought it was the best
thing for our staff and our team to have
me out there as the head coach instead
of me being the pitching coach.

2014 WKU Home Baseball Schedule

Feb. Southern
Illinois
14th 3 p.m CT

Feb. Southern
Illinois
15th 3 p.m CT

Feb. Southern
Illinois
16th 1 p.m CT

Feb. UNCAsheville
21st 3 p.m CT

Feb. UNCAsheville
22nd 2 p.m CT

Feb. UNCAsheville
23rd 1 p.m CT

Mar. Lipscomb
4th 4 p.m CT

Mar. Illinois
7th 3 p.m CT

Mar. Illinois
8th 2 p.m CT

Mar. Illinois
9th 1 p.m CT

Mar. Tesxas
State*
21st 6 p.m CT

Mar. Texas
State*
22nd 3 p.m CT

Mar. Texas
State*
23rd 1 p.m CT

Mar. Louisville
25th 6 p.m CT

Apr.
1st

Austin
Peay
6 p.m CT

Apr.
4th

Arkansas
State
6 p.m CT

Apr.
5th

Arkansas
State*
3 p.m CT

Apr.
6th

Arkansas
State*
1 p.m CT

Apr.
18th

South
Alabama*
6 p.m CT

Apr.
19th

South
Alabama*
3 p.m CT

Apr.
20th

South
Alabama*
1 p.m CT

Apr.
25th

Arkansas
Little Rock*
6 p.m CT

Apr.
26th

Arkansas
Little Rock*
3 p.m CT

Apr.
27th

Arkansas
Little Rock*
1 p.m CT

May
15th

Georgia
State*
6 p.m CT

May Georgia
State*
16th 6 p.m CT

Apr.
30th

Belmont
6 p.m CT

May Georgia
State*
17th 1 p.m CT

*Denotes Subelt Conference Games
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BASKETBALL

Hilltoppers hope to bounce back against Troy
BY TYLER LASHBROOK
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
WKU's six game winstreak came to
a halt Monday at Arkansas State after
its two leading scorers, juniors George
Fant and T.J. Price, combined for just
two points. The team won't have time
to dwell, though, as the Toppers will
host Troy 7 p.m. tonight in Diddle Arena.
“Our goal is to win the next seven,”
coach Ray Harper said Wednesday
at his weekly press conference. “That
starts tomorrow night against Troy. If
we do that, we control our own destiny

as far as having a bye or double-bye.”
At the end of the regular season, the
top two teams in the Sun Belt Conference will have a double-bye that immediately takes them to the semi-finals of
the conference tournament. The Toppers (16-8, 8-3 Sun Belt), are still in second place and two-and-a-half games
up on Arkansas State, even after losing
on Monday.
But holding on to that position
means getting more from Fant and
Price.
“They're our scoring leaders and
team leaders,” senior forward O'Karo
Akamune said. “We hope every day that

they can help us win, but even when
they can’t, I feel like we still need to find
a way to come together and win.”
Price, who leads the team in scoring
at 16 points per game, has hit just five
of his last 23 shots from behind the arc
and 16-of-53 from the field, but Harper
thinks he can shoot his way out of that
slump.
He likened his junior scorer to a
baseball player who is in a funk.
“Good players play themselves out
of it,” Harper said. “It’s like a good hitter in baseball. Usually the really good
ones hit themselves out of it. I think
he’ll be fine.”

In WKU's loss against Arkansas
State, Fant didn't tally a point for the
first time in his career and collected
just one rebound in 18 minutes, but,
again, Harper is confident that Fant will
play his way out of that funk.
“I met with (Fant) yesterday and he’s
fine. George is one of those guys - he’s
a great kid to coach,” Harper said. “He
cares and you don’t normally see
George not play well in consecutive
games or whatever.
“In George’s defense, we didn’t get
him a lot of touches in the areas where
we would’ve liked to have gotten him
SEE BASKETBALL PAGE
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BASEBALL

Myers hopes third
time's the charm
for Hilltoppers
BY BILLY RUTLEDGE
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

The weather may not have gotten the memo yet, but the WKU
baseball team certainly has as they
are set to play the first game of the
season this Friday at Nick Denes
Field against Southern Illinois.
After back-to-back seasons below .500, the Toppers will rely on
depth after losing seven seniors,
including first basemen and first
team All-Sun Belt player Ryan
Huck. But with many starters returning and a pitching staff that
has had previous success, expectations are high.
Senior Justin Hageman will
start for WKU Friday, senior Austin
Clay will get the nod for Saturday’s
game, and senior Jake Thompson
will start the last game against
Southern Illinois on Sunday, coach
Matt Myers announced Tuesday.
The Sun Belt Conference released its preseason coaches’ polls
Monday with WKU picked to finish sixth in the league, and reigning conference champion Louisiana-Lafayette selected to finish
first.
The Toppers have proven in recent years to counteract preseason
expectations by either equaling or
exceeding their predicted order of
finish in the coaches’ poll in four of
the past six seasons.
“It’s bulletin board material,”
senior infielder Scott Wilcox said.
“Were looking to prove people
wrong, show that we can play as
good as anyone.”
Wilcox joins fellow senior Regan Flaherty as part of the top hitters who are returning to the lineup, giving third-year head coach
Myers more optimism heading
into the year. Replacing a player

WKU left-handed pitcher Ian Tompkins warms up his arm during practice Tuesday, at Nick Denes Field in preparation for the season opener Friday against Southern Illinois. AUSTIN ANTHONY/HERALD
like Huck, Myers said, is a challenge, but he believes the top of
his lineup will be just as tough as
the bottom.
“We have about 15 hitters we
can put in that lineup, and if you’re
not hustling then you’re going to
be replaced,” Myers said. “These
guys love competing together.”
Clay recognizes that the talent
this year will have players giving
every effort for a starting role.
“I’ve never been involved in a
fall where we have had this much
competition of people trying to
win spots.” Clay said.
Myers is taking steps in different
directions for a broader focus on
the team by leaving his position as
pitching coach and embracing the
full-time role as head coach. The
SEE BASEBALL PAGE A9

WKU baseball's Head Coach Matt Myers laughs during the Baseball Media
Day Tuesday at Diddle Arena. The 2014 season will be Myers’ third with the
team. MIKE CLARK/HERALD

GOING FOR TWO

WKU leans on depth to replace Ryan Huck
BY LUCAS AULBACH
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
Through last year's 57-game
college baseball season, former Topper first baseman Ryan
Huck’s stat line looked like one
you’d see from major leaguers
like Joey Votto or Miguel Cabrera.
With Huck graduated and
working his way up the OakAULBACH
land Athletics’ minor league
Columnist
system, though, WKU coach
Matt Myers is hoping to replace the production
of one great player through stronger performances from several good, improved players

who round out the current roster.
“I think instead of one guy, I’d like to see it be
produced through the nine guys in our lineup,”
Myers said at Media Day on Tuesday. “That’s
the thing — I think our lineup is a lot deeper
one through nine. The seven, eight and nine
who we’re going to roll out there Friday, if you
make a mistake, we’ll hit one out on you.”
Myers is trying to replace a dollar with four
quarters, and that makes sense. But Huck and
his numbers — a .367 batting average, 72 hits
and 16 homers in 196 at-bats — might have
been worth even more to the Toppers.
Myers said he’s still disappointed Huck —
who led the Sun Belt Conference in slugging
percentage and ranked second in batting average, on-base percentage and home runs —

wasn’t named Player of the Year in the league.
His players are probably lucky he’s not expecting any of them to reach those numbers,
but Myers pointed out seniors like shortstop
Scott Wilcox and outfielder Regan Flaherty as
guys who can help pick up some of that lost
production.
“That’s very difficult — to put those kind of
numbers on somebody, but I think we have
guys capable of putting up big numbers,” Myers said.
Wilcox, Flaherty and the rest of the Toppers
might have the confidence of their coach, but
they’re going to have to work to get that respect
from the rest of the league. WKU was picked
to finish sixth in the Sun Belt earlier this week
SEE COLUMN PAGE A9

